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AirOneAlert Campus Safety and Security
Solutions
Safety has always been paramount in all organizations, be it a school campus, or any public or commercial
domain. All that we do should be to improve how our people are safer. This could be as simple as a camera
showing a walkway, or a sophisticated facial recognition software, pre-alerting to a possible intruder or
perpetrator preparing for a catastrophic event. AirOneSG has solutions that can help.
AirOneAlert is an emerging technology-based solution for public safety. It is a unique product suite that is
designed as modules, that give our clients the ability to build and deploy, in phases, as needed based on
budgetary needs or as a total solution.
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Preemptive Safety Measures based on Rules/Algorithms
Automated Direct Communication with First Responders, Mobile Cell and Radio
Mass Notification (School Officials, Parents, Local, County, State and National)
Event and Alarm Notification
Gunshot Detection and Localization
Automatic Lockdown Capability
Fire Safety
Border/Perimeter Notification & Safety
Geolocation & Mapping Procedures
Helps meet Kari's Law and Ray Baums Act compliancy

Safety and Security Issues
Intruder Alerts, Active Shooter, Lockdown
Procedures, Video Surveillance Unfortunately, in
today's society we have more than the occasional
mis-behaved offender. Instead we deal with violent
intruders or active shooters. From video surveillance
system to access control, a lockdown procedure can
begin a process of heading off the threats.
Fire Safety Notification and Procedures
One of the challenges facing a campus environment
is that of a fire. Whether it’s a fire from equipment
malfunction or intentionally set, AirOneAlert (AOA)
can step in and start all notification procedures
leading to a full evacuation. It doesn't replace your
fire panels, instead it works in conjunction with
them.

Advanced Notification
The following systems (Radio, SMS, Email, Paging,
Campus Monitors etc.,) are able to disseminate
pertinent information as needed. One of the
biggest fears facing people today is not knowing
where their loved ones are in a large-scale
emergency event. Even those not on campus can
be handled, including pickup zones via Email/SMS
Text.
This can all be going on at the same time, while
notifying First Responders with any other relevant
information and additional data.
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